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Abstract: Carrier Aggregation (CA) was introduced in mobile communication systems in response 1

to the demand for higher network capacity. CA was conceived as a technique to achieve higher 2

data rates by aggregating multiple blocks of spectrum from the same or different frequency bands. 3

This work explores a different point of view where CA is employed, not as a way to increase 4

capacity through using more bandwidth, but as a diversity technique in order to increase the spectral 5

efficiency of the existing spectrum and therefore achieve higher capacity without needing additional 6

spectrum. A mathematical model and set of closed-form expressions are provided, which can be 7

used to characterise the performance of CA as a diversity technique (in terms of both ergodic capacity 8

and secrecy capacity) and determine the impact of various relevant configuration parameters. The 9

numerical results obtained by evaluating the mathematical expressions derived in this work are in 10

line with our previous simulation studies and demonstrate that CA can be effectively exploited as 11

a diversity technique to improve the capacity and performance of mobile communication systems 12

compared to the case of single-carrier transmission over the same amount of bandwidth. 13

Keywords: Mobile communications, carrier aggregation, diversity techniques, performance analysis. 14

1. Introduction 15

In an increasingly connected world where information flows at unprecedented speeds, 16

the demand for seamless and lightning-fast mobile communications has become paramount. 17

Mobile networks have evolved from being simple voice communication platforms to so- 18

phisticated data networks that can be employed to deliver a wide and heterogeneous range 19

of services, from video streaming and online gaming to remote healthcare and autonomous 20

vehicles [1–5]. Since the introduction of the first data services in mobile networks, the 21

evolution of mobile communication technologies has been mainly characterised by an 22

exponential growth of data-intensive applications and the emergence of transformative 23

technologies for achieving higher data rates in mobile communication systems [6]. The ad- 24

vent of 5G/6G introduced a paradigm shift in the way services requirements are perceived 25

and prioritised, by means of encompassing a broader vision beyond mere data throughput 26

and recognising that different applications have diverse needs that extend beyond raw 27

data speed. Nevertheless, achieving higher data rates in mobile communication systems 28

undoubtedly continues to be crucial for future services [7]. 29

Carrier Aggregation (CA), a key technology in modern mobile communication sys- 30

tems, emerged as a response to the ever-increasing demand for higher data rates and 31

improved network capacity. Initially introduced as part of the 3GPP specifications for 32

4G LTE-Advanced [8–10], CA has become an integral part of subsequent mobile com- 33

munication standards, including 5G/6G and beyond [11–20]. CA allows mobile devices 34

to simultaneously use multiple frequency bands, or Component Carriers (CCs) in 3GPP 35

terminology, effectively combining the available bandwidth and boosting the overall data 36
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throughput. By aggregating multiple carriers, mobile operators can efficiently utilise their 37

spectrum resources, enhance the user experience by enabling faster download and upload 38

speeds as well as reduced latency, seamlessly support bandwidth-intensive applications by 39

providing the necessary data rates, and improve the overall network performance. Despite 40

being introduced over a decade ago, CA continues to be a relevant technique in mobile 41

communications and an active area of research. Several aspects of CA have recently been 42

explored such as its delay performance [12], energy efficiency [12–15], spectrum orches- 43

tration [16], integration with O-RAN [17], integrated sensing and communications [18], 44

sidelink communications [19] and THz communications [20]. 45

The classical definition of the CA concept assumes that higher data rates are enabled 46

through the aggregation of additional spectrum. In this work, a different approach is 47

considered where CA is employed to increase the data rates without requiring additional 48

spectrum (the gain is obtained from a higher spectral efficiency). To this end, the proposed 49

approach is to artificially divide an available block of spectrum (that would otherwise 50

be used as a single carrier) into a number of sub-blocks, each of which is treated as a 51

separate CC. The set of CCs into which the available spectrum is divided is then aggregated 52

via regular CA. The motivation for this approach is to benefit from the frequency diver- 53

sity available in frequency-selective channels with a sufficiently large bandwidth. Such 54

frequency diversity can be exploited via CA because the data transmitted through each 55

CC undergoes an individual instance of the MAC and PHY layers and their associated 56

processes, which are individually adapted and optimised for each CC. Thus, CA can be 57

effectively utilised as a diversity technique. 58

Frequency diversity has traditionally been exploited by means of PHY-layer tech- 59

niques, mainly through diversity receivers such as maximum-ratio combining or selection 60

combining [21]. PHY-layer diversity receivers are designed based on the fact that the same 61

data symbols at the PHY layer are transmitted in parallel through different physical channel 62

paths and the replicas of the same data symbols are combined coherently at the PHY layer 63

of the receiver. On the other hand, with CA usually a different data stream is transmitted 64

in each CC and all data streams are reorganised at the MAC layer of the receiver in order 65

to recover the original data sequence. Therefore, existing PHY-layer diversity techniques 66

are based on different operating principles and can be employed in conjunction with the 67

method proposed in this work given that CA is fundamentally a MAC-layer technique. 68

The MAC layer can effectively be seen as an additional dimension to exploit the channel 69

frequency diversity through CA with the method proposed in this work and obtain further 70

performance improvements in addition to those achieved through PHY-layer diversity 71

techniques. 72

The performance of CA as a diversity technique was preliminarily evaluated in [22] by 73

means of simulations carried out with the ns-3 simulator, where it was shown that CA can 74

be exploited as a diversity technique to enhance the system performance and increase the 75

network capacity without increasing the total amount of spectrum. While simulations can 76

be valuable to explore the performance of a particular technique, an analytical study is also 77

necessary to provide a comprehensive understanding of the technique being investigated. 78

In this context, this work presents an analytical study that complements the simulation 79

study presented in [22] by developing a mathematical model and a corresponding set of 80

closed-form expressions can characterise the operation of CA as a diversity technique, thus 81

providing a theoretic basis that supports and explains the findings of the simulation study 82

reported in [22]. 83

The following contributions are provided in this work: 84

• A novel approach for the use of CA as a diversity technique is proposed. The proposed 85

approach is discussed in detail, including its motivation, relevant design aspects and 86

impact at various layers of the protocol stack. Some example configurations compatible 87

with 3GPP frequency ranges and channels are presented as well. 88

• In order to investigate the performance of CA as a diversity technique, the concept of 89

effective SNR is introduced, which is defined as the equivalent SNR at which a single 90
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channel achieves the same performance as the considered CA scenario with the same 91

total bandwidth. This concept provides a simple yet powerful tool for the mathemati- 92

cal analysis of CA. Two models for the effective SNR are considered (an ideal model 93

and an average model). For both models, two scenarios are considered where the 94

SNR is distributed homogeneously and heterogeneously across the aggregated CCs. 95

Closed-form expressions for the statistical distribution of the effective SNR are then 96

derived for the four possible cases considered in this work. 97

• Capitalising on the model of effective SNR, the ergodic capacity of a system with CA 98

as a diversity technique is analysed and mathematical expressions are derived for 99

both homogeneous and heterogeneous SNR scenarios. 100

• Similarly, the secrecy capacity of a system using CA as a diversity technique is also 101

investigated and mathematical expressions are derived as well for the homogeneous 102

and heterogeneous SNR scenarios. By considering both the ergodic and secrecy 103

capacities, a robust communication system design can be achieved. 104

The remainder of this work is organised as follows. First, Section 2 discusses the 105

concept of CA used as a diversity technique. The motivation and objectives of this work 106

are then formulated in Section 3. The considered system model is described in Section 107

4. Afterwards, Section 5 introduces and provides a formal definition of the concept of 108

effective SNR along with mathematical expressions for its statistical distribution under both 109

homogeneous and heterogeneous SNR scenarios, considering an ideal modelling approach 110

as well as an average modelling approach. Based on the developed effective SNR model, 111

analytical results for the performance of CA as a diversity technique in terms of the ergodic 112

and secrecy capacities are presented in Sections 6 and 7, respectively. Numerical results are 113

then presented and discussed in Section 8. A summarised discussion of the main results 114

and findings of this study is presented in Section 9. Finally, Section 10 summarises and 115

concludes this work. 116

2. Carrier Aggregation as a Diversity Technique 117

When CA is utilised, the data stream from the user application layer is divided into a 118

number of sub-streams at the Medium Access Control (MAC) layer and each sub-stream is 119

transmitted through a different CC at the physical (PHY) layer. In this process, the PHY 120

layer divides and maps higher-layer data onto physical resources while the MAC layer is 121

in charge of the scheduling and resource management processes, with the Radio Resource 122

Control (RRC) layer controlling and configuring the aggregated CCs. At the receiver side, 123

the data of the different sub-streams are recombined (aggregated) at the MAC layer and 124

passed forward to the higher layers as illustrated in Fig. 1. Thus, multiple chunks of 125

(possibly non-contiguous) spectrum can be combined in a transparent manner so that they 126

are effectively perceived as a single (larger) block of spectrum by the higher layers of the 127

protocol stack. This enables the network to simultaneously transmit and receive data across 128

multiple CCs, thereby enhancing data rates, increasing capacity and optimising network 129

performance. 130

Since the user’s main data stream is split into sub-streams at the MAC layer, the 131

sub-streams transmitted through each CC will run a separate instance of the MAC and PHY 132

layers and their associated processes. Consequently, each sub-stream will run an individual, 133

dedicated instance of packet scheduler, HARQ retransmission process, transmission power 134

control, dynamic adaptation of the modulation and coding scheme, and so on. As a result, 135

these processes are dynamically adapted and optimised individually to the instantaneous 136

channel quality conditions experienced in each CC. This observation suggests the possibility 137

of utilising CA as a way to exploit the frequency diversity obtained through the use of 138

different CCs. In general, the transmission through each CC will experience different 139

propagation conditions due to frequency diversity and each CC can therefore be seen as a 140

different diversity path. By transmitting the user data through multiple CCs, frequency 141

diversity can be exploited. 142
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Figure 1. Transmission and reception with carrier aggregation. The data stream from the user
application layer is represented by the solid blue line, while the sub-streams into which it is divided
is represented by the dashed blue lines. (PHY: Physical layer, MAC: Medium Access Control, RLC:
Radio Link Control, PDCP: Packet Data Convergence Protocol, RRC: Radio Resource Control, HARQ:
Hybrid Automatic Repeat reQuest, AMC: Adaptive Modulation and Coding).

In order to employ CA as a diversity technique, a sufficiently large block of spectrum is 143

divided into a number of sub-blocks, each of which is employed as a CC and combined via 144

CA. The user data stream is then divided into the same number of data sub-streams when 145

transmitted through the set of spectrum sub-blocks (CCs) via CA. For instance, a mobile 146

operator with a spectrum block of 20 MHz could exploit the existing block of 20 MHz, not 147

as a single carrier of 20 MHz, but instead as 2 CCs of 10 MHz each, or 4 CCs of 5 MHz 148

each, which would then be combined via CA. The number of possibilities is actually much 149

larger, in particular if the new bands introduced for 5G are considered. In Frequency Range 150

1 (FR1) [23], a block of 100 MHz could be exploited based on the proposed framework as 2 151

CCs × 50 MHz, 4 CCs × 25 MHz, 5 CCs × 20 MHz or 10 CCs × 10 MHz (the option of 20 152

CCs × 5 MHz is not allowed by the standard given that up to 16 CCs can be aggregated). 153

In Frequency Range 2 (FR2) [24], a block of 400 MHz could be exploited as 2 CCs × 200 154

MHz, 4 CCs × 100 MHz or 8 CCs × 50 MHz. Many other combinations are also possible 155

following a similar principle. 156
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Notice that this is different from the use of CA in classical sense. The traditional 157

definition of the CA concept is to enable the incorporation of new additional frequency 158

bands as a way to increase the data rate. On the other hand, the idea of CA as a diversity 159

technique considered in this work does not require the addition of new spectrum; instead, 160

it simply divides an existing block of contiguous spectrum into sub-blocks, treating each 161

sub-block as a CC with a separate data sub-stream, and recombines the data sub-streams 162

transmitted through each CC via CA. Notice that in the proposed approach the use of 163

CA would in principle not be needed; the operator could choose to transmit using the 164

available block of spectrum as a single channel but, instead, artificially divides the available 165

spectrum into a number of CCs that are re-combined via CA in order to benefit from the 166

frequency diversity that would normally be expected in channels with a sufficiently large 167

bandwidth. Such frequency diversity can be exploited via CA because, as stated above, 168

the data transmitted through each CC undergoes an individual instance of the MAC and 169

PHY layers and their associated processes. Consequently, the parameters of the packet 170

scheduler, HARQ retransmission process, transmission power control, dynamic adaptation 171

of the modulation and coding scheme, etc. can be adapted and optimised individually 172

for the instantaneous channel quality conditions of each CC. This individual adaptation 173

and optimisation results in an improved capacity. Conversely, if the available spectrum 174

is exploited as a single channel, then a single instance of the MAC/PHY layers and their 175

processes is run and the selected operation parameters are unlikely to be optimum for 176

the various instantaneous conditions experienced through the whole range of frequencies 177

within the bandwidth of a frequency-selective channel and as a result a lower capacity is 178

obtained in this case. Thus, by artificially forcing separate data streams via different CCs 179

in the available spectrum, the aim is to exploit the diversity in each frequency interval. 180

As a result, in this context, CA can be effectively employed as a diversity technique to 181

improve the overall performance without requiring additional spectrum. This performance 182

improvement can be obtained regardless of any other diversity techniques that may be 183

implemented in a mobile communication system, for example at the physical layer. 184

Notice that CA was originally proposed by 3GPP as a technique to increase data rates 185

by incorporating additional bandwidth [8–10]. On the other hand, the framework proposed 186

in this work as discussed above does not require additional bandwidth since it simply 187

splits the existing spectrum into smaller blocks in order to benefit from frequency diversity, 188

thus effectively exploiting CA as a diversity technique. Therefore, while traditional CA 189

aims to increase the capacity by increasing the available bandwidth (i.e., Hz), the proposed 190

approach aims to increase the capacity by increasing the spectrum efficiency within the 191

available spectrum (i.e., bit/s/Hz). This is a novel point of view for CA that, to the best of 192

the authors’ knowledge, has not been considered by other authors before. 193

It is worth noting that the CA-based transmission scheme considered in this work 194

does not involve a higher level of complexity compared to the traditional use of CA, both 195

from hardware and software points of view. The hardware complexity of CA is determined 196

by the type of frequency deployment of CA, namely (in increasing order of complexity) 197

intra-band contiguous CA, intra-band non-contiguous CA or inter-band CA. The proposed 198

CA-based scheme falls within the category of intra-band contiguous CA, which is the 199

simplest form of CA with the lowest level of hardware complexity in the radio frequency 200

front-end since all CCs are contiguous, belong to the same band and so they use the same 201

numerology and transmission configuration. From the software point of view, the method 202

considered in this work does not involve additional complexity compared to the traditional 203

use of CA. The use of CA is certainly more complex than single-carrier transmission as 204

it requires appropriate mechanisms to correctly execute the packet scheduling function, 205

including the distribution of the user data across different CCs and the synchronisation 206

of the scheduling information among CCs in a timely and efficient manner. However, 207

commercial network equipment that supports CA must implement appropriate algorithms 208

to address these issues. Such algorithms are usually vendor-specific and do not need to be 209

modified to implement the CA-based scheme considered in this work. A mobile operator 210
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willing to implement the CA-based scheme presented in this work would only need to 211

reconfigure the transmission in a broad channel from single carrier mode to CA mode to 212

benefit from the performance improvements offered by the proposed CA-based scheme. 213

3. Motivation and Objectives 214

The performance of CA as a diversity technique was evaluated in [22] by means of 215

simulations carried out with the ns-3 simulator [25,26]. The simulation results presented in 216

[22] demonstrated that CA can be exploited as a diversity technique to enhance the overall 217

system performance and increase the network capacity without increasing the total amount 218

of spectrum. Moreover, it was also observed in [22] that there exists an optimum number of 219

CCs that maximises the throughput for each propagation scenario (depending on the radio 220

propagation distance among other parameters). As a result, the system performance cannot 221

be improved indefinitely by making the number of employed CCs arbitrarily large. On 222

the one hand, a higher number of CCs enables the proposed approach to exploit frequency 223

diversity with a finer granularity, thus increasing the data rate. On the other hand, a higher 224

number of CCs also reduces the total amount of bandwidth available for data transmission 225

because a higher amount of spectrum needs to be reserved for the guard bands between 226

adjacent spectrum sub-blocks (see for example [27, Table 5.4.2A-1]) and to accommodate a 227

higher amount of signalling traffic given that each CC runs its own dedicated instance of 228

the MAC and PHY layer protocols (see for example [28, Sect. 7.6.1]). For CA to be beneficial 229

as a diversity technique, the gain in spectrum efficiency obtained from frequency diversity 230

needs to overcome the bandwidth penalty incurred by the required guard bands and 231

signalling overhead, thus determining an optimum number of CCs for each propagation 232

scenario. 233

Simulation studies can be valuable tools for exploring the performance of a particular 234

technique. In fact, the simulation study presented in [22] was instrumental in understanding 235

and demonstrating the effectiveness of CA when used as a diversity technique. However, 236

an analytical study is also necessary to provide a comprehensive understanding of the 237

technique being investigated. In this context, this work fills such existing gap. The main 238

objective is to develop a mathematical model and a corresponding set of closed-form 239

expressions that can characterise the operation of CA as a diversity technique and support, 240

from a theoretical point of view, the conclusions obtained in the simulation study presented 241

in [22]. 242

4. System Model 243

Let B denote the total bandwidth of a contiguous block of spectrum whose size is 244

appropriate to be exploited as a single 4G LTE or 5G NR carrier. The mobile operator 245

divides the bandwidth B into N adjacent sub-blocks1, each of which is physically exploited 246

as a separate CC and combined with the rest of sub-blocks at the receiver by means of CA. 247

The transmitter’s MAC layer splits the sequence of data packets generated at higher layers 248

into N data flows, each of which is transmitted over one of the N available CCs as shown 249

in Fig. 1. Each CC in general carries a different data stream. The CA-enabled receiver 250

reorders the recovered packets at the MAC layer so that the process is transparent to the 251

higher layers. The total data rate observed at higher layers is the sum of the individual 252

rates experienced in each CC. 253

When CA is employed, each CC runs its own instance of the MAC and PHY layers and 254

their associated processes, which are dynamically adapted to the instantaneous channel 255

quality conditions experienced in each CC. This requires the use of L1/L2 control signalling 256

1 An operator may divide the total bandwidth into CCs with the same or different bandwidths. This work does
not make any specific assumptions on the bandwidth allocated to each individual CC and the analytical results
here presented do not take this aspect into account. The study of the impact of equal/unequal CC bandwidth
allocations and the optimum configuration that maximises the total aggregated capacity is out of the scope
of this work and is left as future work. However, the simulation results in [26] suggest that a homogeneous
bandwidth allocation where the total bandwidth is equally divided across the used CCs may maximise the
total aggregated capacity.
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to exchange control and feedback information for each CC. The signalling overhead intro- 257

duced by each CC together with the guard bands required between adjacent CCs can both 258

be jointly characterised by a fraction α (0 < α ≪ 1) of the total bandwidth. As a result, a 259

bandwidth αB needs to be sacrificed for each employed CC and the total bandwidth W 260

available for data transmission when N CCs are used is W = B(1 − αN). Notice that the 261

overhead parameter α refers to the fraction of total available bandwidth B and not to the 262

bandwidth allocated to each individual CC. In order to obtain a positive data rate, the 263

requirement B(1 − αN) > 0 must be met, which implies that the number of CCs that can 264

be used is constrained by the upper bound N ≤ Nmax = ⌊1/α⌋. 265

The data transmitted through each CC experience an independent Rayleigh fading 266

process. The Probability Density Function (PDF) of the instantaneous SNR at the receiver is 267

therefore given by [29, eq. (2.7)]: 268

fγn(x) =
1

γn
exp

(
− x

γn

)
, for n = 1, . . . , N (1)

and its Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) is obtained by integrating (1), which yields: 269

Fγn(x) = 1 − exp
(
− x

γn

)
, for n = 1, . . . , N (2)

where γn is the average SNR in the nth CC. Two frequency diversity scenarios are consid- 270

ered, namely a homogeneous SNR scenario where all CCs experience the same average SNR 271

(γn = γ for n = 1, . . . , N) and a heterogeneous SNR scenario where each CC experiences a 272

different SNR (γn ̸= γk for n ̸= k) with an overall average SNR γ = (1/N)∑N
n=1 γn. The 273

main motivation to consider these two scenarios regarding the SNR observed in different 274

CCs is to provide a more comprehensive evaluation of the performance of CA as a diversity 275

technique in scenarios with varying levels of frequency diversity. 276

5. Models for the Effective SNR 277

The capacity of CA has usually been investigated in the literature by characterising 278

the capacity of each CC individually as an independent channel and then adding up the 279

individual capacity of each CC. This approach may be suitable to calculate numerically 280

the aggregate sum-rate in optimisation based studies (e.g., [30,31]), however the involved 281

mathematical expressions provide little insights into how the total capacity depends on 282

each relevant parameter. In order to investigate the capacity of CA as a diversity technique, 283

the analysis carried out in this work considers a different approach based on the concept of 284

effective SNR, which is defined in this study as the equivalent SNR at which a single channel 285

with bandwidth B achieves the same performance as the considered CA scenario with a 286

total aggregated bandwidth B divided across N CCs and instantaneous channel quality 287

conditions represented by the set {γn}N
n=1 of SNR values in each CC. 288

The introduction of this definition of effective SNR provides a convenient and useful 289

new tool for the analysis of CA in general, and as a diversity technique in particular. 290

However, this concept also raises the question of how to map a set {γn}N
n=1 of N SNR 291

values in each CC into a single effective SNR γCA that results in the same performance in 292

the case of a single channel. This is an extremely challenging problem given the broad range 293

of processes at the MAC and PHY layer that determine the performance of CA (packet 294

scheduler, HARQ retransmission process, transmission power control, dynamic adaptation 295

of the modulation and coding scheme, etc.) and the many different algorithms that can be 296

implemented for each of such MAC/PHY processes. For this reason, an exact mapping of 297

the individual SNR in each CCs into a single effective SNR, while highly desirable, seems 298

unfeasible. To overcome this limitation, this work considers two models for the effective 299

SNR, which are presented below. These models are sufficient for the purposes of this study, 300

and the development of more accurate models is proposed as future work. 301
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5.1. Ideal Model for the Effective SNR 302

The maximum effective SNR that would be achievable in an ideal scenario would 303

be equal to the sum of the SNR of all the individual CCs, γideal
CA = ∑N

n=1 γn. This model 304

characterises the maximum possible diversity gain across the N available CCs that could 305

hypothetically be achieved in an ideal diversity propagation scenario and can thus be 306

used to derive theoretical upper bounds on the performance of CA. This model has been 307

commonly considered in the existing literature (e.g., see [32, eq. (10)] and [33, eqs. (1)–(3)]). 308

Proposition 1. Ideal SNR model for CA with homogeneous SNR 309

The PDF and CDF of the instantaneous effective SNR under an ideal CA scenario with 310

homogeneous SNR are given, respectively, by: 311

fγCA(x) =
1

(N − 1)!
xN−1

γN exp
(
− x

γ

)
(3)

FγCA(x) =
γ(N, x/γ)

Γ(N)
(4)

where Γ(·) and γ(·, ·) in (4) represent the gamma function [34, eq. (8.310.1)] and the lower 312

incomplete gamma function [34, eq. (8.350.1)], respectively. 313

Proof. The effective SNR in this case is calculated as the sum of N i.i.d. exponential random 314

variables, therefore it follows an Erlang distribution (i.e., a gamma distribution with integer 315

shape parameter). Refer to [35, chap. 12] for the PDF; the CDF follows from the direct 316

integration of the PDF with the help of [34, eq. (3.351.1)], noting that (N − 1)! = Γ(N) 317

Proposition 2. Ideal SNR model for CA with heterogeneous SNR 318

The PDF and CDF of the instantaneous effective SNR under an ideal CA scenario with 319

heterogeneous SNR are given, respectively, by: 320

fγCA(x) =
N

∑
n=1

Ωn

γn
exp

(
− x

γn

)
(5)

FγCA(x) = 1 −
N

∑
n=1

Ωn exp
(
− x

γn

)
(6)

where 321

Ωn =
N

∏
j=1
j ̸=n

1
1 − γj/γn

. (7)

Proof. The effective SNR in this case is calculated as the sum of N i.n.i.d. exponential 322

random variables, therefore it follows a generalised Erlang (hypoexponential) distribution. 323

Refer to [36, eq. (7)] for the PDF; the CDF readily follows from the direct integration of the 324

PDF, noting that ∑N
n=1 Ωn = 1. 325

5.2. Average Model for the Effective SNR 326

The ideal model for the effective SNR proposed in Section 5.1 assumes an optimistic, 327

best-case scenario and, as such, the expressions provided in Propositions 1 and 2 represent 328

upper bounds to the actual performance of CA. A model that can provide a closer approxi- 329

mation to the actual performance would be desirable. However, as discussed in Section 5, 330

an exact mathematical model for the effective SNR in such case is unlikely to be feasible. 331

Thus, this section proposes a simple approximation where the effective SNR is obtained as 332

the average of the SNR in each CC, γ
avg
CA = 1

N ∑N
n=1 γn. The average is commonly employed 333

as an approximation due to its ability to provide a representative value that reflects the 334

overall trend or central tendency of a set of values. This approach allows us to summarise 335
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the set of SNR values in each CC in a concise and meaningful way, making it possible to 336

obtain results that can be expected to be closer to the actual effective SNR than the ideal 337

model of Section 5.1. While this approach may not capture accurately the impact of all 338

the MAC/PHY processes that determine the performance of CA, the average is in general 339

a widely accepted measure that offers a reliable estimation in many practical scenarios. 340

Moreover, it provides a simple yet powerful model that can be conveniently employed in 341

subsequent analytical manipulations. 342

Proposition 3. Average SNR model for CA with homogeneous SNR 343

The PDF and CDF of the instantaneous effective SNR under an average CA scenario with 344

homogeneous SNR are given, respectively, by: 345

fγCA(x) =
NN

(N − 1)!
xN−1

γN exp
(
−N

x
γ

)
(8)

FγCA(x) =
γ(N, Nx/γ)

Γ(N)
. (9)

Proof. Note that γ
avg
CA = γideal

CA /N. If X and Y are random variables related as Y = X/N, 346

then their PDFs are related as fY(z) = N fX(Nz), which yields (8) from (3). The CDF in 347

(9) follows from the direct integration of the PDF in (8) following the same steps as in the 348

proof of Proposition 1. 349

Proposition 4. Average SNR model for CA with heterogeneous SNR 350

The PDF and CDF of the instantaneous effective SNR under an average CA scenario with 351

heterogeneous SNR are given, respectively, by: 352

fγCA(x) = N
N

∑
n=1

Ωn

γn
exp

(
−N

x
γn

)
(10)

FγCA(x) = 1 −
N

∑
n=1

Ωn exp
(
−N

x
γn

)
(11)

with Ωn defined in (7). 353

Proof. Same as for Proposition 3, applied to (5) and (6). 354

Remark 1. Note that if N = 1 then (3)–(4), (5)–(6), (8)–(9) and (10)–(11) reduce to (1)–(2), 355

respectively. 356

Proof. By substitution, noting where appropriate that Ω1 = 1 and γ(1, x) = 1 − exp(−x) 357

[34, eq. (8.350.1)]. 358

6. Ergodic Capacity Analysis 359

The concept of channel capacity is a fundamental concept in communication theory, 360

particularly in wireless communication systems. The capacity of a communication chan- 361

nel represents the maximum rate at which information can be transmitted reliably over 362

that channel. The instantaneous capacity of a channel (in bits per second) is given by 363

W log2(1 + γ), where W is the channel bandwidth and γ is its instantaneous SNR. Since 364

the instantaneous SNR of a wireless communication channel fluctuates randomly, the 365

instantaneous channel capacity will fluctuate accordingly. The concept of ergodic capacity 366

extends the notion of channel capacity to account for the statistical variations in channel 367

conditions over time. Instead of considering the capacity of the channel at a specific time 368

instant, the ergodic capacity evaluates the average capacity of the channel over an extended 369

period, assuming that the channel conditions vary randomly according to certain statisti- 370

cal distributions. Therefore, the ergodic channel capacity is a measure of the achievable 371
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data rate or capacity of a communication channel in the long term, considering statistical 372

variations in the channel conditions such as those caused by the presence of fading. 373

Based on the concept of effective SNR, the ergodic capacity of a CA scenario can be 374

obtained in bits per second as: 375

C = W
∫ ∞

0
log2(1 + x) fγCA(x)dx (12)

where W is the total aggregated bandwidth effectively available for data transmission and 376

fγCA(x) is the effective SNR PDF. In this section, analytical results will be provided only for 377

the average SNR model presented in Section 5.2. The counterparts for the ideal model of 378

Section 5.1 can be obtained by simply replacing γ/N with γ (homogeneous SNR scenario) 379

and γn/N with γn (heterogeneous SNR scenario). 380

Theorem 1. Ergodic capacity of single carrier scenario 381

The ergodic capacity of the single carrier scenario is given by: 382

C = B(1 − α) log2(e) exp
(

1
γ

)
E1

(
1
γ

)
(13)

where E1(x) =
∫ ∞

x e−tt−1dt denotes the exponential integral function [37, eq. (5.1.1)]. 383

Proof. Since the control signalling overhead introduced by a single carrier requires a capac- 384

ity equivalent to a bandwidth αB, the bandwidth effectively available for data transmission 385

is W = B(1 − α). Introducing (1) in (12) and noting that log2(x) = log2(e) ln(x), the 386

resulting integral can be solved with the help of [34, eq. (4.337.2)] and [37, eq. (5.1.7)]. 387

Theorem 2. Ergodic capacity of CA with homogeneous SNR 388

The ergodic capacity of CA with homogeneous SNR is: 389

C = B(1 − αN) log2(e) exp
(

N
γ

) N

∑
n=1

Γ
(

n − N, N
γ

)
(

N
γ

)n−N (14)

where Γ(·, ·) represents the upper incomplete gamma function defined in [34, eq. (8.350.2)]. 390

Proof. The control signalling overhead introduced by N CCs requires a capacity equivalent 391

to a bandwidth αNB, thus W = B(1 − αN). Introducing (8) in (12) and noting that 392

log2(x) = log2(e) ln(x), an integral of the form [29, eq. (15.24)] is obtained, which can be 393

resolved with the help of [29, eq. (15B.7)] to obtain the expression shown in (14). 394

Theorem 3. Ergodic capacity of CA with heterogeneous SNR 395

The ergodic capacity of CA with heterogeneous SNR is: 396

C = B(1 − αN) log2(e)
N

∑
n=1

Ωn exp
(

N
γn

)
E1

(
N
γn

)
. (15)

Proof. For N CCs, W = B(1 − αN). Introducing (10) in (12) yields a sum of integrals, each 397

of which can be resolved as discussed in the proof of Theorem 1. 398

Remark 2. Note that if N = 1 then both (14) and (15) reduce to the single carrier expression in 399

(13). 400

Proof. By substitution, noting where appropriate that Ω1 = 1 and Γ(0, x) = E1(x) [37, eq. 401

(5.1.1)] [34, eq. (8.350.2)]. 402
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7. Secrecy Capacity Analysis 403

The ergodic capacity analysed in Section 6 represents the maximum theoretical achiev- 404

able data rate over a wireless channel, which is an important aspect to achieve efficient 405

data transmission and optimise the system performance. However, in practical scenarios, 406

the communication security is also extremely relevant and therefore analysing the secrecy 407

capacity becomes equally important. The secrecy capacity or secrecy rate is a concept 408

primarily used in information theory and communication systems to quantify the amount 409

of secrecy or confidentiality achieved when transmitting digital information over a com- 410

munication channel, particularly in the presence of potential eavesdroppers. The secrecy 411

capacity represents the maximum theoretical achievable data rate at which information can 412

be transmitted reliably over a wireless channel while maintaining the confidentiality of 413

communication against attackers (commonly referred to as eavesdroppers). The secrecy 414

capacity is essentially a measure of the amount of information that can be transmitted 415

securely over a communication channel and can therefore be employed to characterise the 416

level of security of a communication system from a physical layer point of view. The secrecy 417

capacity is a critical metric in assessing the security and confidentiality of communication 418

systems. A high secrecy rate indicates that a significant amount of information can be trans- 419

mitted securely, reducing the risk of sensitive data being compromised by unauthorised 420

parties. By considering both the ergodic and secrecy capacities, a robust communication 421

system design can be accomplished. The analysis presented for the ergodic capacity in 422

Section 6 is here complemented by analysing the secrecy capacity. 423

The instantaneous secrecy capacity of a wiretap channel [38] is defined as the difference 424

between the instantaneous channel capacity for the legitimate receiver (i.e., the intended 425

recipient) and the instantaneous channel capacity for the eavesdropper (i.e., the potential 426

attacker). Mathematically, it is defined as Cs(γm, γe) = Cm − Ce if Cm > Ce and zero 427

otherwise, where γm and γe represent the instantaneous SNR of the main and eavesdropper 428

links, respectively, and their instantaneous capacities are given by Cm = W log2(1 + γm) 429

and Ce = W log2(1 + γe), respectively. Notice that the eavesdropper needs to use the same 430

configuration as the main link in order to attempt to successfully decode its information. If 431

the main link transmits over a bandwidth B using CA with N CCs, then the eavesdropper 432

must do exactly the same. As a result, the bandwidth penalty parameter α will be the same 433

for both links and so will be the net bandwidth available for data transmission, hence the 434

presence of the same bandwidth W in the expressions of both Cm and Ce. 435

The characteristics of the communication channel, such as bandwidth, noise, and fad- 436

ing effects, influence both the legitimate receiver’s channel capacity and the eavesdropper’s 437

channel capacity. As a result, the instantaneous secrecy capacity will fluctuate randomly. In 438

this context, a meaningful metric for the secrecy capacity is its average value, which can be 439

calculated by averaging the instantaneous secrecy capacity over the fading statistics of the 440

main and eavesdropper links. Thus, the average secrecy capacity (in bits per second) can 441

be obtained as [39, Eqs. (38)–(41)]: 442

Cs =
∫ ∞

0

∫ ∞

0
Cs(x, y) fγm(x) fγe(y)dxdy

=W log2(e)[I1 + I2 − I3], (16)

where fγm(·) and fγe(·) denote the PDF of the instantaneous SNR in the main and eaves- 443

dropper links, respectively, and: 444

I1 =
∫ ∞

0
ln(1 + x)Fγe(x) fγm(x)dx (17)

I2 =
∫ ∞

0
ln(1 + x)Fγm(x) fγe(x)dx (18)

I3 =
∫ ∞

0
ln(1 + x) fγe(x)dx (19)
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with Fγm(·) and Fγe(·) denoting the CDF of the instantaneous SNR in the main and eaves- 445

dropper links, respectively. 446

Based on the expressions shown above and capitalising on the effective SNR models 447

proposed in Section 5, this section analyses the secrecy capacity of CA when used as a 448

diversity technique. Similar to Section 6, analytical results will be provided for the average 449

model of the effective SNR. The equivalent expressions for the ideal effective SNR model 450

can be obtained by simply replacing γm/N and γe/N with γm and γe, respectively (for 451

the homogeneous SNR scenario) and by replacing γm,n/N and γe,n/N with γm,n and γe,n, 452

respectively (for the heterogeneous SNR scenario). 453

Theorem 4. Secrecy capacity of single carrier scenario 454

The secrecy capacity of the single carrier scenario is given by: 455

Cs = B(1 − α) log2(e)
{

exp
(

1
γm

)
E1

(
1

γm

)
− exp

(
1

γm
+

1
γe

)
E1

(
1

γm
+

1
γe

)}
(20)

where E1(·) is the exponential integral function. 456

Proof. Since the control signalling overhead introduced by a single carrier requires a capac- 457

ity equivalent to a bandwidth αB, the bandwidth effectively available for data transmission 458

is W = B(1 − α). Introducing (1)–(2) in (16)–(19) and noting that log2(x) = log2(e) ln(x), 459

the resulting integrals can be solved with the help of [34, eq. (4.337.2)] [37, eq. (5.1.7)]. 460

Theorem 5. Secrecy capacity of CA with homogeneous SNR 461

The secrecy capacity of CA with homogeneous SNR is: 462

Cs = B(1 − αN) log2(e)

exp
(

N
γm

) N

∑
n=1

Γ
(

n − N, N
γm

)
(

N
γm

)n−N

− exp
(

N
[

1
γm

+
1
γe

]) N

∑
n=1

(n + N − 2)!
(n − 1)!(N − 1)!

×
(

N
γmγe

)n+N−1(
γn−1

m γN
e + γn−1

e γN
m

)

×
n+N−1

∑
k=1

Γ
(

k − n − N + 1, N
[

1
γm

+ 1
γe

])
(

N
[

1
γm

+ 1
γe

])k

 (21)

where Γ(·, ·) represents the upper incomplete gamma function. 463

Proof. The overhead introduced by N CCs requires a capacity equivalent to a bandwidth 464

αNB, thus W = B(1 − αN). Introducing (8)–(9) in (16)–(19), substituting the lower in- 465

complete gamma function with its equivalent form in [34, eq. (8.352.1)] and noting that 466

log2(x) = log2(e) ln(x), integrals of the form [29, eq. (15.24)] are obtained, which can be 467

resolved with the help of [29, eq. (15B.7)]. After reorganising and grouping terms, the 468

expression shown in (21) is obtained. 469
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Theorem 6. Secrecy capacity of CA with heterogeneous SNR 470

The secrecy capacity of CA with heterogeneous SNR is: 471

Cs = B(1 − αN) log2(e)

{
N

∑
n=1

Ωm,n exp
(

N
γm,n

)
E1

(
N

γm,n

)

−
N

∑
i=1

N

∑
j=1

Ωm,iΩe,j exp

(
N

[
1

γm,i
+

1
γe,j

])

× E1

(
N

[
1

γm,i
+

1
γe,j

])}
(22)

Proof. For N CCs, W = B(1 − αN). Introducing (10)–(11) in (16)–(19) yields a sum of 472

integrals, each of which can be resolved as discussed in the proof of Theorem 1. 473

Remark 3. By comparing (20), (21) and (22) to (13), (14) and (15), respectively, it can be noted that 474

the secrecy capacity is equivalent to the ergodic capacity minus a term that quantifies the amount of 475

information that can be transmitted through the channel but not in a confidential manner due to the 476

presence of an eavesdropper (i.e., the secrecy capacity is lower than the ergodic capacity as expected). 477

8. Results 478

The performance of CA as a diversity technique is evaluated numerically in this section 479

based on the analytical results obtained in Sections 6 and 7, considering as a benchmark 480

the case of single-carrier transmission over the same amount of bandwidth used by the 481

considered CA-based transmission scheme. The main aim is to determine whether the 482

mathematical model and closed-form expressions derived in this work can correctly predict 483

the trends observed by simulations in [22] and to determine the impact of various relevant 484

parameters on the system performance. Notice that a direct quantitative comparison of 485

the numerical results obtained in this section with those obtained from simulations in [22] 486

would not be meaningful, not only because of the approximated nature of the effective SNR 487

models considered in this work but also the practical limitations of the simulator employed 488

in [22], which is based on 4G LTE and therefore supports up to five CCs only. For this reason, 489

the comparison with [22] is carried out in a qualitative manner by verifying that the main 490

conclusions derived from the study presented in [22], which are summarised in Section 491

3, are also reached when evaluating the mathematical modelling framework developed 492

in this work. This approach is sufficient for the main objective of this section, which is 493

to demonstrate that the developed mathematical model can characterise the operation of 494

CA as a diversity technique and provide a theoretic basis that supports and explains the 495

findings of the simulation study presented in [22]. 496

As discussed in Section 4, two frequency diversity scenarios are considered, namely a 497

homogeneous SNR scenario where all CCs experience the same average SNR (γn = γ for 498

n = 1, . . . , N) and a heterogeneous SNR scenario where each CC experiences a different 499

average SNR (γn ̸= γk for n ̸= k) with an overall average SNR γ = (1/N)∑N
n=1 γn. In the 500

heterogeneous SNR scenario, the average SNR of each individual CC is selected from the 501

interval 10 log10 γn ∈ [10 log10 γ − ε, 10 log10 γ + ε], where ε (in dB) is a spread parameter 502

that determines the level of potential frequency diversity (the larger the value of ε, the 503

higher the level of diversity in the propagation scenario). For simplicity, the performance is 504

mainly investigated for the ideal model of effective SNR. The numerical results obtained 505

for such model show more pronounced trends that illustrate more clearly the impact of 506

different relevant parameters. Some examples illustrating the impact of considering the 507

average model of effective SNR are also shown, corroborating that the same trends are 508

observed (just with different numerical values) and the same conclusions are therefore 509

obtained. For convenience, all the capacity performance results presented in this section 510

are given in terms of the ratio C/B, which represents the capacity per unit bandwidth (in 511
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bit/s/Hz) and therefore does not require the consideration of a specific channel bandwidth 512

for numerical evaluation. 513

8.1. Ergodic Capacity Results 514

Fig. 2 shows the ergodic capacity of CA (in terms of the spectral efficiency, i.e., 515

bit/s/Hz) as a function of the number of CCs for various values of the bandwidth overhead 516

parameter α 2. The first relevant observation is that these results corroborate that CA can 517

be effectively employed as a diversity technique to increase the data rate of the system 518

without increasing the available bandwidth, which can be confirmed by noting that the 519

curves for CA can lead to a higher spectral efficiency than the single carrier scenario (in 520

certain regions of the figure if the number of CCs is correctly configured, which will be 521

discussed later on). It can also be noted that the performance of CA tends to be slightly 522

higher in the heterogeneous SNR scenario than in the homogeneous counterpart. This can 523

be explained by the fact that the level of frequency diversity in the heterogeneous scenario 524

is higher and in such a case the proposed method, based on the use of CA as a diversity 525

technique, can benefit from it to a greater extent. The bandwidth overhead parameter α 526

is also observed to have a significant impact on the resulting performance. As expected, 527

if the use of CA incurs in a higher bandwidth penalty (i.e., higher value of α), a lower 528

amount of net bandwidth is available for data transmission, which leads to lower data rates. 529

Notice that in the hypothetical case of α = 0 (i.e., if no bandwidth penalty is incurred by 530

using CA) then the capacity would monotonically increase indefinitely with the number of 531

CCs, as this would increase the frequency diversity gain without any bandwidth penalties. 532

However, in a realistic case with α > 0, the curves in Fig. 2 become convex. This indicates 533

the existence of an optimum number of CCs that maximises the data rate for each value 534

of α. As explained in Section 3, increasing the number of CCs will initially increase the 535

data rate as a result of increasing the frequency diversity in the system. However, this 536

also increases the total amount of signalling traffic and bandwidth reserved for guard 537

bands (i.e., bandwidth penalty), which reduces the total amount of bandwidth available 538

for data transmission and contributes to reduce the data rate. If the number of CCs is 539

sufficiently high, the bandwidth penalty incurred by a high number of CCs will exceed the 540

gain obtained from the frequency diversity, thus effectively reducing the data rate. In fact, if 541

the number of CCs is made arbitrarily large, it can be seen in Fig. 2 that the data rate of CA 542

can indeed fall below that of the single carrier scenario, and this will occur sooner (i.e., for a 543

lower number of CCs) when the bandwidth penalty α is higher. In the extreme case where 544

the number of CCs is set equal to N = Nmax = ⌊1/α⌋ (e.g., see the case α = 0.05 and N = 545

20), then all the available bandwidth is employed to accommodate signalling traffic and 546

guard bands, which effectively reduces the total capacity available for data transmission 547

to zero. The optimum number of CCs thus depends on the bandwidth penalty parameter. 548

From Fig. 2 it can be determined that the optimum number of CCs that maximises the data 549

rate for α = {0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.04, 0.05} is 16, 9, 7, 5 and 4, respectively, which is in line with 550

the observations above. 551

2 The capacity obtained for single carrier transmission (i.e., N = 1) is plotted as a horizontal solid black line
along the width of the figure to provide a reference threshold that determines the range of CCs for which
the considered CA-based transmission scheme outperforms the benchmark (i.e., the case of single carrier
transmission). Notice that this threshold is different for each case plotted in this figure and, as it is the case of
this figure and other figures that will be shown later on, the reference lines may be very close to each other.
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Figure 2. Ergodic capacity as a function of number of CCs for various values of bandwidth overhead
parameter α (average SNR = 10 dB, ε = 3 dB).

The impact of the bandwidth penalty α on the optimum number of CCs and the 552

resulting capacity is more clearly illustrated in Fig. 3, where three scenarios are considered, 553

namely a 4G LTE scenario with a maximum of 5 CCs, a 5G NR scenario with a maximum 554

of 16 CCs, and an ideal scenario where the number of CCs that can be aggregated is 555

unconstrained (i.e., unlimited). Table 1 shows the capacity achieved by CA for various 556

levels of bandwidth penalty (α) and the improvement with respect to the single carrier 557

scenario where no CA is used. Notice that, according to Fig. 3, 4G LTE and 5G NR can 558

achieve the same performance as the unconstrained CA scenario as long as the bandwidth 559

penalty does not exceed the limits α < 0.04 and α < 0.01, respectively, in which cases the 560

capacity improvement with respect to the single carrier scenario is equal to 64% for 4G LTE 561

and 120% for 5G NR. Nevertheless, even if the bandwidth penalty exceeds these limits and 562

the maximum number of CCs permitted by the 3GPP standard is taken into account, the 563

use of CA as a diversity technique can still provide substantial capacity improvements with 564

respect to the single carrier scenario as evidenced by the results shown in Table 1. 565
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Figure 3. Optimum number of component carriers as a function of the bandwidth overhead parameter
α (left) and the resulting ergodic capacity (right).
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Table 1. Best attainable ergodic capacity for various scenarios and levels of bandwidth penalty (α)
according to Fig. 3.

α = 10−3 α = 10−2

Scenario Capacity Improvement Capacity Improvement

No CA 2.90 bit/s/Hz — 2.88 bit/s/Hz —

4G LTE CA 5.64 bit/s/Hz 94% 5.41 bit/s/Hz 88%

5G NR CA 7.29 bit/s/Hz 151% 6.34 bit/s/Hz 120%

Unconst. CA 9.28 bit/s/Hz 220% 6.45 bit/s/Hz 124%

Fig. 4 shows the ergodic capacity of CA as a function of the number of CCs for various 566

values of the average SNR experienced in the different considered scenarios. As expected, 567

the capacity performance improves when the SNR increases and degrades when the SNR 568

decreases, thus indicating that the dependency on the SNR is adequately captured. This 569

figure also corroborates the main observations made when discussing Fig. 2, namely 570

that: i) CA can be effectively employed as a diversity technique in order to improve the 571

spectral efficiency with respect to the traditional single carrier scenario based on the same 572

communication bandwidth (provided that the number of CCs is correctly configured); ii) 573

the performance of CA as a diversity technique tends to increase in the heterogeneous SNR 574

scenario compared to the homogeneous SNR counterpart as a result of a richer diversity; 575

and iii) there exists an optimum number of CCs that maximises the total capacity, in this 576

case, for each considered average SNR, for the same reasons discussed for Fig. 2. Regarding 577

the last observation, it can be seen in Fig. 4 that the optimum number of CCs decreases 578

as the average SNR increases. More concretely, for the numerical example shown in Fig. 579

4, the data rate is maximised with 6, 4 and 3 CCs when the average SNR is 0, 10 and 20 580

dB, respectively. This trend can be explained intuitively based on the fact that a higher 581

average SNR can be associated with a shorter communication distance, where the level of 582

diversity can be expected to be lower than in a longer distance link (where the signal can 583

find a larger number of diverse paths between transmitter and receiver). Thus, a lower 584

diversity gain means that a lower number of CCs can be used while guaranteeing that 585

the bandwidth penalty associated with the number of CCs does not exceed the diversity 586

gain. The optimum number of CCs as a function of the average SNR for a broader range 587

of average SNR values is illustrated in Fig. 5 along with the capacity obtained when the 588

optimum number of CCs is used for every average SNR. This figure shows clearly how 589

the use of CA as a diversity technique can improve significantly the spectral efficiency in 590

order to increase the system capacity without increasing the amount of spectrum employed. 591

Taking an average SNR of 10 dB as a reference, the results in Fig. 5 indicate that the spectral 592

efficiency of 2.74 bit/s/Hz in the single carrier scenario can be improved to around 4 593

bit/s/Hz with the use of CA as a diversity technique (in all cases, namely 4G LTE, 5G NR 594

and unconstrained CA), which represents a 55% increment in the system capacity without 595

increasing the available bandwidth. 596
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Figure 4. Ergodic capacity as a function of the number of CCs for various values of the average SNR
(α = 0.05, ε = 3 dB).
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Figure 5. Optimum number of component carriers as a function of the average SNR (left) and the
resulting ergodic capacity (right).

The results presented above indicate that CA can provide a slightly better performance 597

in the heterogeneous SNR scenario than in the homogeneous SNR scenario as a result of a 598

higher level of diversity. To illustrate this aspect more clearly, Fig. 6 shows the impact of 599

the spread parameter ε, which determines the width of the interval of SNR values in each 600

individual CC, on the capacity as a function of the number of CCs. The results show that the 601

capacity gain of using CA increases with the spread of SNR values over the different CCs. 602

This means that, for the same average SNR across the different CCs, the higher the standard 603

deviation of the SNR in the individual CCs, the higher the capacity gain obtained by using 604

CA (with respect to the single carrier scenario). A higher SNR spread can somehow be 605

seen as an additional form of channel diversity that benefits the use of CA as a diversity 606

technique. 607
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Figure 6. Ergodic capacity as a function of the number of CCs for various values of the spread
parameter ε (average SNR = 10 dB, α = 0.05).

The results presented so far have been obtained based on the ideal model of effective 608

SNR presented in Section 5.1. As discussed at the beginning of Section 8, this choice is 609

preferred because the numerical results obtained from such model show more pronounced 610

trends that illustrate more clearly the impact of different relevant parameters on the per- 611

formance of CA as a diversity technique. However, the ideal model for effective SNR 612

assumes an optimistic best-case scenario and the results obtained from that model should 613

be interpreted as performance upper bounds. The reader may naturally wonder whether 614

the main conclusions obtained from the results presented in this section are also valid 615

under a more realistic SNR model. To corroborate this, some illustrative results based on 616

the average model of effective SNR proposed in Section 5.2 are presented here as well. 617

Figs. 7 and 8 show the counterparts to Figs. 2 and 4, respectively, based on the average 618

model of effective SNR. Taking into account that the average effective SNR model is more 619

conservative and provides a scaled version of the ideal effective SNR model, the effective 620

SNR value obtained under the former model will always be lower than the latter. This 621

explains the lower numerical values of capacity obtained in Figs. 7 and 8 (average model) 622

compared to Figs. 2 and 4 (ideal model). However, besides the mere numerical differences 623

between both models, it can be seen that the qualitative performance trends are preserved 624

when the average model of effective SNR is considered and that the main conclusions 625

derived from the analysis presented in this section for the ideal model of effective SNR are 626

still valid. This is also true for the performance improvement of the proposed CA-based 627

scheme compared to the single carrier scenario (i.e., where no CA is used) when the average 628

model of effective SNR is considered, which is illustrated in Table 2 based on the results 629

shown in Fig. 7. In summary, it can thus be concluded that the mathematical model and 630

closed-form expressions derived in Section 6 can correctly predict the trends observed by 631

simulations in [22] and constitute a useful tool to analyse the performance of CA when 632

used as a diversity technique and to determine the (qualitative) impact of various relevant 633

parameters on the system performance. 634
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Figure 7. Ergodic capacity as a function of the number of CCs for various values of the bandwidth
overhead parameter α (average SNR = 10 dB, ε = 3 dB). [Counterpart to Fig. 2 based on the average
model of effective SNR.]
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Figure 8. Ergodic capacity as a function of the number of CCs for various values of the average SNR
(α = 0.05, ε = 3 dB). [Counterpart to Fig. 4 based on the average model of effective SNR.]

Table 2. Best attainable ergodic capacity for various scenarios and levels of bandwidth penalty (α)
according to Fig. 7.

No CA CA w/Homogeneous SNR CA w/Heterogeneous SNR

α Capacity Capacity Improvement Capacity Improvement

0.001 2.90 bit/s/Hz 3.37 bit/s/Hz 16.2% 3.48 bit/s/Hz 20.0%

0.01 2.88 bit/s/Hz 3.18 bit/s/Hz 10.4% 3.31 bit/s/Hz 14.9%

0.02 2.85 bit/s/Hz 3.07 bit/s/Hz 7.7% 3.24 bit/s/Hz 13.7%

0.03 2.82 bit/s/Hz 2.98 bit/s/Hz 5.7% 3.17 bit/s/Hz 12.4%

0.04 2.79 bit/s/Hz 2.91 bit/s/Hz 4.3% 3.10 bit/s/Hz 11.1%

0.05 2.76 bit/s/Hz 2.85 bit/s/Hz 3.3% 3.03 bit/s/Hz 9.8%
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8.2. Secrecy Capacity Results 635

The performance of CA as a diversity technique in terms of secrecy capacity was also 636

evaluated as part of this study. It is worth noting that the secrecy capacity was observed 637

to follow the same qualitative trends as the ergodic capacity, being affected in the same 638

way by variations of the bandwidth overhead parameter, number of CCs and average SNR. 639

This is in line with the observation pointed out in Remark 3, which highlights the fact that 640

the numerical value of the secrecy capacity is a reduced version of the ergodic capacity as a 641

result of the presence of an eavesdropper. This means that the figures shown in Section 8.1 642

for the ergodic capacity would look very similar when calculated for the secrecy capacity, 643

except for the fact that numerical values in the case of the secrecy capacity would be slightly 644

lower. 645

The analysis presented in this section focuses on the impact of the eavesdropper on the 646

secrecy capacity, which is the main aspect that determines the difference between ergodic 647

and secrecy capacities. As explained in Section 7, the eavesdropper needs to use the same 648

configuration as the main link (i.e., same B, N and α), however it may experience a different 649

average SNR depending on its relative location with respect to the transmitter and receiver 650

in the main link. Therefore, the impact of the eavesdropper can be analysed and quantified 651

in terms of its average SNR with respect to the average SNR in the main link. 652

Fig. 9 shows the secrecy capacity of a system with CA as a diversity technique as a 653

function of the number of CCs for various values of the bandwidth overhead parameter 654

α, when both the main and eavesdropper links experience the same average SNR of 10 655

dB (based on the ideal model of effective SNR). These results suggest that the use of CA 656

as a diversity technique, while improving the ergodic capacity with respect to the single 657

carrier scenario (see Section 8.1), may actually lead to a lower secrecy capacity compared 658

to the case of single carrier transmission. In other words, while CA allows the system to 659

transmit a higher quantity of bits per second in the same bandwidth (ergodic capacity), 660

it reduces the level of confidentiality of the link at the physical layer (secrecy capacity). 661

This means that the use of CA not only benefits the transmission of data in the main link, 662

but also the transmission of data in the (undesired) link between the same transmitter 663

and the eavesdropper, thus potentially reducing the level of confidentiality between the 664

transmitter and the legitimate receiver. However, it is worth noting that this is due to the 665

rather favourable propagation conditions in the eavesdropper link, which in the example 666

of Fig. 9 enjoys the same average SNR as the main link. In a more realistic setup, the main 667

link can typically be expected to experience a higher average SNR than the eavesdropper 668

link, in particular with modern communication systems where the use of multiple antenna 669

technologies and beamforming techniques are used to direct the transmitted signal towards 670

the desired recipient. This should lead to a much lower SNR at any potential eavesdroppers 671

(unless they are perfectly aligned in the same direction as the transmitter and the legitimate 672

receiver, which is rather unlikely in practical scenarios). When the legitimate receiver in 673

the main link experiences a higher average SNR than the eavesdropper link, then the use 674

of CA can effectively result in an improvement of secrecy capacity as illustrated in Fig. 675

10, where the eavesdropper link remains at an average SNR of 10 dB and the main link 676

experiences a higher average SNR of 20 dB. By only increasing the average SNR in the main 677

link by 10 dB with respect to the eavesdropper link, the secrecy performance of CA can 678

be substantially improved (if the number of CCs is correctly configured). This is true not 679

only when assuming the ideal model of effective SNR (Fig. 10) but also when the more 680

conservative and realistic average model of effective SNR is considered (Fig. 11). 681
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Figure 9. Secrecy capacity as a function of the number of CCs for various values of the bandwidth
overhead parameter α (ideal effective SNR model, 10 dB SNR in both main and eavesdropper links).
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Figure 10. Secrecy capacity as a function of the number of CCs for various values of the bandwidth
overhead parameter α (ideal effective SNR model, 20 dB SNR in the main link and 10 dB SNR in the
eavesdropper link).
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Figure 11. Secrecy capacity as a function of the number of CCs for various values of the bandwidth
overhead parameter α (average effective SNR model, 20 dB SNR in the main link and 10 dB SNR in
the eavesdropper link).

From the discussion above, it can be concluded that the secrecy capacity can potentially 682

be improved with the use of CA as a diversity technique when compared to the single 683

carrier scenario, however it may also be degraded depending on the average SNR of 684

the eavesdropper links, which in practical scenarios may or may not be known. In a 685

worst-case scenario, the use of CA would lead to a degraded secrecy capacity compared 686

to the equivalent single carrier scenario, however this does not mean that confidential 687

communication may not be achievable. A degraded secrecy capacity means that the level 688

of confidentiality is reduced at the physical layer, from an information-theoretic point of 689

view. However, confidentiality can still be guaranteed by taking appropriate measures at 690

higher layers of the protocol stack, which usually involves the use of encryption techniques. 691

The results presented and discussed in this work suggest that CA can be used as a diversity 692

technique to increase the user data rates and system ergodic capacity; however, when 693

doing so, special attention should be paid to higher layer techniques for communication 694

confidentiality since the secrecy capacity may in some cases be degraded when using CA 695

as a diversity technique. With an adequate consideration of both ergodic and secrecy 696

capacities, a robust system design for CA as a diversity technique can be accomplished. In 697

this context, the analytical results presented in this work constitute a useful tool to achieve 698

this end. 699

9. Discusion 700

The main aim of the analysis presented in Section 8 has been to determine whether the 701

mathematical model and closed-form expressions derived in this work can correctly predict 702

the trends observed by simulations in [22] and evaluate the impact of various relevant 703

parameters on the system performance. The numerical results obtained by evaluating 704

the mathematical expressions derived in this work have been shown to be in line with 705

our previous simulation study and demonstrate that CA can be effectively exploited as a 706

diversity technique to increase the data rate of the system without increasing the available 707

bandwidth (owing to a higher spectral efficiency per unit bandwidth), thus improving 708

the capacity and performance of mobile communication systems compared to the case of 709

single-carrier transmission over the same amount of bandwidth. 710

The performance of the considered CA-based transmission scheme has been evalu- 711

ated under various SNR scenarios, namely a homogeneous SNR scenario where all CCs 712

experience the same average SNR and a heterogeneous counterpart where the SNR values 713

in the CCs are different and spread around a certain average SNR value. The performance 714
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has been observed to be noticeably higher in the heterogeneous SNR scenario than in the 715

homogeneous counterpart, obtaining better performance improvements when the SNR 716

values are spread over broader intervals. This is an indication not only of the ability of the 717

proposed CA-based scheme to exploit and benefit from the frequency diversity existing in 718

wireless communication channels but also the capability of the developed mathematical 719

modelling framework to capture this phenomenon. 720

It has been shown that several parameters can affect to different extent the performance 721

of CA when exploited as a diversity technique. The two main parameters are the number 722

of CCs into which the available spectrum is divided (N) and the overhead parameter repre- 723

senting the fraction of the available bandwidth that needs to be sacrificed to accommodate 724

for signalling traffic and guard bands between CCs (α). Increasing the number of CCs 725

initially has a beneficial effect as it enhances the diversity gain of the system. However, 726

each new CC has an associated bandwidth penalty as a result of its required signalling 727

traffic and guard bands, which has a negative effect on performance. If N is too low, the 728

diversity gain may not be significant, while if N is too high, the bandwidth penalty may 729

completely cancel out the obtained diversity gain and even reduce the performance below 730

that of the single-carrier transmission scenario. Therefore, the existence of an optimum 731

number of CCs that provides the best trade-off between these two conflicting aspects and 732

maximises the overall capacity has been shown. Such optimum number of CCs, which was 733

indeed suggested by the simulation results obtained in [22], has a strong dependency on 734

the bandwidth penalty parameter α. 735

An important practical limitation in real mobile communication systems is the maxi- 736

mum number of CCs that may be supported in certain versions of the 3GPP standard for 737

mobile communication systems (e.g., up to five CCs in the case of 4G LTE systems). Even 738

in those cases where a larger number of CCs is supported (e.g., 5G NR), mobile operators 739

may actually implement a lower number of CCs in their real network deployments. As a 740

result, the optimum number of CCs that provides the best capacity performance from a 741

theoretical point of view may not be supported in some practical scenarios. However, even 742

in those cases where the maximum number of CCs that can be employed is constrained by 743

practical limitations, the use of CA as a diversity technique can still provide substantial 744

capacity improvements with respect to the single carrier scenario. This indicates that the 745

proposed CA-based transmission scheme is beneficial under practical conditions. 746

The secrecy performance of the considered CA-based transmission scheme has also 747

been evaluated as part of this work. In general, the use of CA as a diversity technique 748

can improve the capacity not only of the links to legitimate users but also to undesired 749

eavesdroppers. If both links experience similar SNR conditions, then the confidentiality 750

of transmitted information may be compromised. However, such situation should be 751

unlikely in practical system implementations since, in a more realistic setup, the main 752

link can typically be expected to experience a higher average SNR than the eavesdropper 753

link, in particular with modern communication systems where the use of multiple antenna 754

technologies and beamforming techniques are used to direct the transmitted signal towards 755

the desired recipient. When the legitimate receiver in the main link experiences a higher 756

average SNR than the eavesdropper link, then the use of CA can effectively result in an 757

improvement of secrecy capacity as well. The observation above suggests that CA can in 758

principle be safely used as a diversity technique to increase the user data rates and system 759

ergodic capacity; however, when doing so, special attention should be paid to higher layer 760

techniques for communication confidentiality since the secrecy capacity might in some 761

unfavourable cases be potentially degraded when using CA as a diversity technique. 762

10. Conclusions 763

Carrier Aggregation (CA) was originally proposed as a way to increase data rates 764

in mobile communication systems by increasing the amount of spectrum available to 765

users through the aggregation of different spectrum bands. This work has shown that CA 766

can also lead to increased data rates without requiring additional spectrum when used 767
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as a diversity technique. By dividing a block of existing spectrum into sub-blocks and 768

treating each of them as a Component Carrier (CC) via regular CA, the channel frequency 769

diversity can be exploited, which results in a higher spectral efficiency and therefore in a 770

higher user data rate with the same amount of available spectrum. In this context, a set 771

of mathematical models and analytical expressions have been proposed to characterise 772

the performance of CA as a diversity technique in terms of both the ergodic and secrecy 773

capacities. The definition of these capacities is independent of the type of information 774

being transmitted and therefore the obtained results are representative for any type of 775

data service. It has been shown that the proposed mathematical modelling approach can 776

correctly predict the performance of CA as a diversity technique as well as the impact 777

of various relevant configuration parameters. The obtained numerical results are in line 778

with previous simulation studies and demonstrate that CA can be effectively exploited 779

as a diversity technique to improve the performance of mobile communication systems. 780

However, it has also been shown that both the ergodic and secrecy capacities should 781

be taken into account in order to provide a robust system design. In this context, the 782

mathematical models and expressions presented in this work constitute a useful tool to 783

achieve this end. 784
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